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Today’s Game – we start with a quick warm-up to get our
creative juices flowing.

In pairs, play this game in which you invent different magical
items or creatures that might be useful on a journey.

Partner A says what the items is, e.g. a ring, cloak, coin, cup,
sword, belt, hat, purse, pair of shoes, wooden staff, badge, box,
rope, rainbow, cloud, star, key, pencil, book, crow, cat, toad,
snake, dog, raven, eagle, mouse, rat, parrot, white deer, etc.

Partner B says what it can do, e.g.

The ring can make you invisible.
The raven talks and can see at least fifty miles ahead.
The box contains magical seeds that grow instantly into
anything you wish for.

At half time, swap roles.  David and Pie will model the game as
usual.

In the appendices I have placed a poem based on this idea.

(objective – rapidly generating magical items)
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Padlet –varying sentence openings - children have a
few minutes to complete one or more ‘post it notes’. The
challenge is to practise writing sentences using speech. They
should use their own characters from their stories.

Example Technique
“I hate eating worms,”
said Pipkin.

speech plus speech verb

“I cannot run anymore,”
Prue panted.

speech followed by name
of speaker

“Where are those
weasel-brained badgers?”
hissed Pascoe.

question

“What a diddly disaster!”
yelled Pipkin.

exclamation

The challenge is to punctuate accurately
but also think about:-

●How is the character feeling?
●What sort of character are they?
●Do they speak with any sort of

interesting expression?

The Objective – to practise writing speech with accurate punctuation.
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Children’s Audio – Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on

what makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity – practicing extending speech and showing
‘what the speaker is doing’ by adding on a clause.

“Bless my cotton-candy tail,”
joked Pipkin, dancing from
foot to foot.

Adding on a clause using
an ‘ing’ verb

“Who goes there?” stated the
guard rabbit, frightened to
see such a fierce looking
badger at the entrance to the
warren.

Adding on a clause using
an ‘ed’ verb

“I’m so starving,” sniffed
Prue, “that I’d eat a rotten
turnip top.”

“I’m so starving that I’d
eat a rotten turnip top.”

“That is enough dandelion
syrup,” said Pascoe. “You’ll
burst if you drink anymore.”

“That is enough
dandelion wine. You’ll
burst if you drink
anymore.”

Objective –  extending sentences and controlling speech
punctuation.
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Gallery Challenge – draw a magical item or creature
that could be included in your final installment.

Blogging Activity – writing the final part of your Podkin
style adventure. The story pattern for the four sessions has
been:

Podkin Adventure 1 – meeting our main character/s as they set off on their journey.
Podkin Adventure 2 – the journey continues but a threat appears
Podkin Adventure 3 – suspense builds – the threat gets closer - captured!
Podkin Adventure 4 – a magical ending.

Objective – learning to write an atmospheric setting and introducing suspense.

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
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worked on in pairs or threes so that children can develop their
performance.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2022

Chapter 3 – cont.

The walls of the cave seemed to creak and bulge

until there was a blinding flash of light and, through a

hole, cave goblins poured. Within seconds, the little

rabbits were trussed up in sticky threads that must

have come from a tame mountain spider. Prue buried

his head; Pascoe glared at the goblins; Pipkin struggled

to hide the Moonclaw so that they would have at least

one weapon.

Too late! A shadow squeezed into the cave and even

the goblins shrank back. Scarface sneered at Pipkin.

“Going somewhere?” he hissed through his metallic

mask. “Going nowhere, I think!” he added, clicking his

fingers. Scurrying forwards, the goblins bundled the

children back into the mountainside and carried them

deep into the centre until they came to a massive

cavern. It was here that the Gorm waited in their

thousands, safe in their secret hiding place, sharpening

their weapons and preparing for war. Terrified, Pipkin

stared at Scarface. It looked as if the army was

waiting, waiting to attack the one place that the

rabbits thought that they would be safe – the rocky

caves of Splinter Holm!
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Chapter 4 – Homecoming

Moments later, the little rabbits had been dragged

into a small, dark cave where they were tied up. On

guard stood several unpleasant looking weasels, led by a

goblin with green skin and blunt teeth. As time ticked

by, the weasels became restless and the goblin began

to doze. As soon as its grumbling snores filled the cave,

the weasels sneaked away in search of food and drink.

They scuttled down a dark tunnel, gossiping and

giggling.

“By my great aunt’s hairy whiskers,” muttered

Pipkin, tugging at the spider’s thread that bound him.

“If I can reach the Moonclaw then we can at least free

ourselves.” After a while, he gave up struggling. While

they lay in the dark, each thinking their own thoughts,

Pipkin heard a noise. Prue gave a muffled squeak as the

back wall crumbled and a badger’s snout appeared!

“Shh, now,” warned Kier the badger. “We don’t want

to disturb the Gorm party, do we?” With a swipe of its

claws, the ropes fell apart and the little rabbits

followed the badger into the tunnel that had appeared.

There were other badgers, foxes and even some moles

blinking at the light that came from the Gorm’s

hideaway. “We must get to the surface before the

flood,” whispered Kier. “We’ve planned a little surprise

for our friend Scarface. Everyone has been digging and
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tunneling. We’ve diverted the waterfall and are going

to channel it down into the cavern.”

“I wonder if old Scarface has brought his water

wings,” giggled another badger and everyone set to

chuckling. The band of animals led the rabbits through

the tunnel. Steadily, they trudged upward. It was dark,

beetles scurried and every so often a badger or mole

stopped to gobble up an unfortunate earthworm or

crunch on a snail. Pipkin clutched Moonclaw tightly in

case they encountered any resistance.

Eventually, they broke out into the sunlight and

found themselves on the other side of the Fiery Hills.

They stood for a moment, breathing in the fresh air

and blinking as their eyes adjusted. In the distance,

they could now see the mighty mountain of Splinter

Holm. Pascoe lifted Prue up and pointed, “Look that is

our new home.”

At that moment, and totally without warning, the

mightiest of the hills began to grumble rather

alarmingly; flames and fiery rocks spouted into the air

as if the hill was exploding and spitting out the fire

that had been trapped inside its angry belly. All this

happened at the same time that the waterfall had

finally been directed into a cave on the hillside. Water

poured into the hill, gushing downwards to where the

Gorm waited, unsuspecting.
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A moment later, as the diverted water washed into

the hillside, a river of fiery, molten rock joined it. The

hillside hissed; steam poured from hidden caves; vents

in the rock belched and open gulleys hissed like kettles

steaming. The hillside shuddered and the animals began

to flee downwards onto the plain below. There were

deer, ponies, badgers, foxes, rats and mice, moles, pine

martins and wild cats alongside the little band of

rabbits who wisely had hitched a lift on the back of a

mighty wild boar with fearsome, yellow tusks that

twisted like ancient barley sugar.

Once everyone was far enough back, they turned to

watch the hillside. A few bedraggled Gorm fled from

the caves. Their clothes soaking and steaming. They

scurried north, and if they had had tails, then they

would have been between their legs! The animals

roared and cheered and whistled and hooted. Crows

and ravens and eagles swooped down, chivvying the

fleeing goblins and Gorm into total disarray.

Pipkin stared into the distance because he could see

something flying towards them from Splinter Holm. He

gasped as it flew closer because he had always longed

to see a Pegasus. And indeed, that is what it was - a

water Pegasus. Kier explained that it had directed the

operation to divert the waterfall into the caves. The

Pegasus alighted gracefully and knelt down.

Soon, the three rabbits were waving goodbye to

their rescuers and flying upwards and onwards towards
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the Holm. Prue clung onto Pascoe and, in turn, she clung

onto Pipkin and he held fast to the Pegasus’s mane.

“Bless my great uncle’s little white bobby tail,”

muttered Pipkin as they flew towards their new home.

© Pie Corbett 2022

An Alphabet of Things in a Cottontail’s Backpack
An amulet for protection that glows when dangers nears.
Boots of leather that when pushed hard can step twelve leagues in one
stride, allowing the wearer to avoid bandits and brigands.
In the hands of a believer, a crystal dream-stone that offers farsight.
A trusty dog which makes an excellent companion.
Eaglestones for scoping out forward terrain.
Sturdy and waterproof fabric for clothing that will protect against
hardship.
A small bag of gifts to gain the trust of elves or other gentle folk: bright
gemstones and embroidery are favoured by the adults and painted
wooden toys are included for baby elves.
A magical harp to still a dragon.
An illusion-flute. When played an army appears as a butterfly.
Thick slices of journey-cake, bread and cheese wrapped in cloth.
A King’s ring which is always handy as a sign of allegiance.
A lantern lit by fallen stars for night-time journeys.
A map – essential through dark marshlands and to avoid wandering into
goblin mines.
A nugget of gold is handy to bribe your way through Western Badlands.
Orbs are to be avoided as they may be wilful.
A pirate’s parrot makes a good companion when lonely.
It is worth carrying the rules to quidditch, in case you are asked to take
part in such games.
Beware of taking any form of ring as it may entrance the bearer. Sealskin
cloaks are handy if you have to journey on water.
A small yet sturdy nomad’s tent should offer protection from blizzards.
Ideally, travel with a Unicorn as even one hair from their mane is
enchanted.
Keep a stock of vegetables as these make a simple, nourishing stew.
Water is vital so remember to keep your leather bottle full at all times.
Search for the yellow xyris herb to ward off marsh fever.
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Finally, if taking a calendar, remember to carry a Yule log.
Pack a map of the Zodiac when making decisions.
Pie Corbett

The above poem is from my new book of poems CATALYSTS which will be
available from the Talk for Writing website bookshop in the next few
weeks. The book has about 130 model poems with teaching notes.
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The Yarn of The Dawn contd
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Chapter 4

The Dawn were near. The flame writhed around
in the wind; the path le� by the Dawn was
indestructible. Sadly the feet of the creatures
created fire onto anything they made contact with.
Fyn was worried; the river was the only place of
safety from the fire but they would soon catch up
and besides, the river was full of fish. Without
warning, Carlos leapt into the river. Beneath the
murky water, something shone, something rattled
around, something magical. Terrified, he watched
as Monster Sharks, a variety of freshwater sharks
only found in Bluewater Wood. They had huge
yellowing teeth protruding past their lips. The
wonderful, golden locket - with a gem in the
centre - lay, waiting to be collected. Carlos swam
down (his rusty dagger in his hand) and fought off
the Monster Shark.

Fyn pulled Carlos out of the water, blood
leaking from his arm like a broken pipe. Nestled
amongst his paw was the locket of the Dawn. It
had the power to defeat any thing and if it was
broken ,the Dawn would be turned into dust, just
as if you stabbed The Sword Of Poseidon into the
centre of the locket. Fyn recognised it as soon as
he saw it. “Conny,” he muttered, “your father is
Fallown: the king of the Dawn!” Fyn explained that
only the son of the Dawn king could find the
locket.

Conny had never
known her dad but she
knew he was still alive,
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her mother would always be reluctant to talk of
their father and now they knew why. The story of
Fallown was very upsetting. It was about a young
rabbit who was struck by lightning and was
reformed as a horned omen of the gods.

When Carlos finally woke up there was no time
to explain. They had to run; and quickly. They
could feel the heat of the fire behind them now.
Two hours of running past and the wood was now
a grassland, wheat up to their heads slowed them
down but they still kept running. Wheat in
Teethwold was known for the sharpness of the
leaves and it ripped up the rabbits’ skin. Miles of
wheat had no prize though as when the wheat
cleared up, huge mountains towered above them.
“The Emerald Mountain Range,” whispered
Carlos, his words stumbling out of his mouth with
a stutter. Fyn guessed this came from the big gash
down his lip he’d gained running through the
wheat.

Before making the ascent of the first mountain,
the rabbits ate some of the beautiful Lemon Shark
that Catkin caught earlier; they also finished the
bread the dwarf rabbit gave them back at the army
tree. They discussed the route up the colossal
mountain and where they would go a�er that.

They trudged up the snowy mountain, their feet
more frozen than ever before. Artic mice scuttled
around, fighting for warmth. Carlos wished he had
time to save them but he could still feel the heat of
the fire behind him. “It’ll be a close shave,”
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groaned Fyn, obviously worried about the pack of
Dawn soldiers tailing them.

The rabbits stopped at the summit. The wind
whistled across the snow and Fyn could not be
seen. The little rabbits grew worried about where
he might be. A�er an hour, he finally came back;
his face looked very scared. “They’re here; at the
bottom of the mountain!” panted Fyn. He began
to ran down the steep mountainside and the
rabbits followed behind him. They were so close;
they could hear the clanking of the magnesium
amour. Luckily, Emerald City’s gates were right
there, in front of them. Fyn was so relived.

“Thank you Fyn,” thanked Conny. A�er all, Fyn
had risked his life to save them. “Thank you for
everything…”

Tom – Thrussington Primary School (drawings by Tobi,
Nathan, Poppy and Demi)
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Escape from the Pilgrimers, contd

Chapter 4

The next morning, Pipkin was woken by a
scream from Prue. He sat bolt upright to see what
the trouble was. “I…AM……HUNGRY!!!” Prue cried.
Annoyed, Pipkin gave Prue a sweet, succulent
strawberry, with a green sprout growing out the
top. He grabbed it and then gnawed on it,
laughing. Still tired, Pipkin heaved himself off the
moss mattress and stood up. Today, they would
make the last hike to the secret and Pilgrimer
secure Warren of  Soilton. Picking out the last
rations of food, he shared a small portion between
them. Temptation drew him in to take more but
he new he couldn’t. If he ate anymore they would
have to eat unsubstantial amount for lunch and
tea. Scratching his head, he thought to himself. He
was going to pick up any fruit or edible plants on
the way. Ready, they set off into the forest.

They brushed past ferns and bushes. The
stings were still very painful even though Pipkin
had taken them out. As the Pilgrimers were trailing
only about 3 miles behind, they took very short
breaks every thirty minutes. Despite that, Pipkin
was actually feeling quite light headed. But what
they didn’t know was that something was tracking
them like a relentless shadow. Pilgrimers were
dangerous, but to rabbits wolves were the most
feared thing in the world. Almost every rabbit in
the universe has Lupophobia. Even the Pilgrimers.
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Pipkin had a gargantuan fear of wolves. He would
do anything in his power to stay away.

An hour later, Pipkin was struck with a deep
sense of foreboding. The world seemed to fall
silent. In the blink of an eye, a howl as loud as a
battle horn could be heard. A lone wolf stumbled
out of the bushes, an arrow stuck in his belly. He
slumped towards them. Meters away, he collapsed
on the floor. Denying all her fears, Pasco stepped
forwards, keen to help. The wolf snarled. “Chuck
the sword,” she demanded. Scared, Pipkin threw
the sword and Pasco caught without looking. She
put the sword to its belly. The wolf whimpered.

Pipkin thought this was against Pasco’s generous
nature. She focussed really hard and poured some
water on the cut. “This will hurt a bit,” cooed
Pasco. Gently, she pulled the arrow out. The wolf
screamed in pain as blood came out of his belly.
Pressuring the wound, Pasco stopped the bleeding.
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She took a bandage from the emergency bag she
brought and wrapped the cut. “Let’s go,” she said.
They walked off and she signalled the wolf to
follow. He limped behind Pasco who was stroking
and comforting the injured animal.

She fed him some of the le�over fish from
yesterday. “3 miles to go,” Pipkin reported.

“Come on,” said Pasco,”Not too long to go now.”
Pasco had a real so� spot for this animal even
though it could kill her any second. 3 miles later,
The group found themselves on a clearing. Pipkin
was very puzzled. “I am exactly we’re the map says
to go,” he said.

“Obviously not,” moaned Pasco, “Otherwise we’d
be there.”

Pipkin paced around, back and forth. Right as he
was going to give up, a pair of inquisitive pair of
blue eyes poked out the ground in a bush. “Who
are you?” he questioned.

“I am Pipkin, son of Lipkin, the heir to the
throne of Oakland Village,” said Pipkin, puffing his
chest out.

“Okay,” he snapped and pushed a button that
opened a tunnel to the Warren. He did not realise
the wolf was with them. They strolled down the
tunnel, relieved to be there. As they walked into
the hustle and bustle, everyone stopped and
pointed weapons at the wolf. He moaned. “The
wolf is with us!” Pipkin bellowed,”He is friendly.”
He stroked the doggy. None of the warriors
sounded very convinced. The population with
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crossbows fired arrows at the wolf. Just like magic,
they turned into dust.

A lady walked through the crowd. “Leave them
alone!” She shouted. Almost instantly, he
recognised that voice. His mother’s. He ran into
her arms. “How did you do that?”

“Let’s just say I inherited some of my mother’s
magic,” she chuckled. He was joined by Pasco and
Prue who gave her a huge cuddle. They had
reached their destination. They were
safe…………………for now…

Andrew – Thrussington Primary School (drawings by
Andrew, Lucien, Pie, Ellie and a map by Jack).

© Pie Corbett 2022 – for your own use and use in your classroom.
Please do not duplicate for others, share online, etc.
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